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Abstract
Equality is one of the key requisites of social sustainability: history shows that deprivation of some groups in favour of others inevitably leads to social tensions, unrest, and uprisings. As nowadays software systems control access to services, information, and even education, we maintain that all software systems ought to address equality requirements. To facilitate this, we present a template for equality requirements derived through study of 6 sample requirements specifications. The utility of the template is evaluated through a study of its application by a group of expert requirements engineers. The results obtained from a group that used the template are contrasted to the results from another group that completed the same task without the template. This study observes a substantial positive feedback from the template use.

1 Introduction
Equality is defined as the right for all members in a society to enjoy living and getting access to services and facilities without being discriminated because of their origin, believes, position, or (dis-)abilities [33]. History shows that deprivation of some groups in favour of others inevitably leads to social tensions, unrest, and uprisings [22]. This is well understood in most countries, where dedicated legislation is often put in place to guard for equality and fairness [15] that would help foster more socially sustainable societies.

As nowadays software systems control access to services, information, and even education, we maintain that all software systems too ought to address equality requirements. Furthermore, since equality is a notion applicable across all kinds of applications, independently on the application domains, it provides a good opportunity for equality requirements reuse.

Requirements reuse is often facilitated by requirements patterns [27] which improve the efficiency of the requirements engineering tasks [12]. Requirements patterns are models for logical grouping of requirements that can be adapted to fit different software systems and contexts [27]. These (relatively abstract) patterns are mapped onto detailed requirements [26] when instantiated within a specific context [12]. Often such patterns are represented through templates that ensure consistency [27, 26, 31] and better reusability [27, 26] by helping to reduce efforts spent on discovering, organising and communicating requirements, and generating adequate requirements documentation [27, 30].

This paper presents a template for equality requirements (in section 2) which was previously detailed in [4]. The main focus of the paper is then on the evaluation of this template. The evaluation was undertaken through expert-based analysis with “think aloud” protocol. The set up of this study is presented in
section 3. Our study results are discussed in sections 4, 5, 6. Threats to validity are discussed in section 7. Related work is summarised in section 8. The paper is concluded in section 9.

2 Equality Requirements Template

The pattern-based template development process generally commences with the input of knowledge sources (e.g., experts, past projects, standards documents, etc.) into the analysis process, whereby knowledge is synthesised into a pattern, a representation for the pattern is produced (e.g., as a template) which is suitable for reuse, after which the pattern/representation is continuously refined by collecting feedback from experts and users [26, 17, 35]. This is precisely the path that we took in eliciting the equality value pattern and its template-based representation (shown in Figure 1) [4].

To start with, using qualitative data analysis [23], we analysed a set of 11 papers on social sustainability (which specifically discussed equality). The study resulted in three main values related to equality. The values are equality with stakeholder variability, fairness in the selection of stakeholders goals, and equality with services and facilities. Equality with stakeholder variability value focuses on identification of factors that can differentiate stakeholders, e.g., according to their age, gender, literacy, etc (column 2 in Figure 1). Fairness is concerned with fair selection of stakeholder goals to be implemented in the system (column 4 in Figure 1), e.g., goals of stakeholders who have weaker influence may have large impact on social sustainability and so must be given thorough and fair consideration [4]. Equality for access to services is concerned with providing adequate services to all (diverse) types of stakeholders to enable them equal opportunities to complete a given goal (column 3 in Figure 1). For example, if a goal is to obtain information from a system, a visually impaired user should be able to use a software system same as a non-impaired user. In this case, large text fonts and customisable colour schemes or voice-based interfaces may be required.
A set of questions were then suggested to operationalise the values into software requirements that support equality. This resulted in equality value pattern (shown in Figure 2) and equality requirements template (shown in Figure 1), where the template is designed to facilitate practical reuse of the equality value pattern. These pattern and template were then applied to 6 software requirements specification examples. More details on the template itself are provided in [4]. Below we report on an expert-based evaluation of the utility of our template.

3 Study Design

To evaluate the use and utility of the equality requirements template, we designed a study whereby two groups of experts undertook the equality requirements identification task for a given requirements brief. In one group, participants carried out the task without having equality template, while the other group was given the template and asked to use it during requirements elicitation. The study set off to address two research questions, namely:

*RQ1*: What do requirements engineers perceive as equality?

*RQ2*: Does the equality template facilitate the equality requirements elicitation?

The study subjects were requirements engineering experts and information systems analysts (who are also the intended users of the equality template). The template was expected to assist them with the identification of the equality requirements as well as with formulating these requirements for specification documents.

Eleven participants (5 female and 6 male) were recruited within the age range of 25 - 54 years old. Of these, 7 were academics and 4 industry practitioners. The participants self-specified their experience levels as ‘expert’ (1 practitioner), ‘advanced’ (4 academics and 1 practitioner), ‘intermediate’ (3 academics and 2 practitioners).

The participants were allocated into two groups, with as much skills and gender balance as possible (see Table 1). Those in Group 1 did the activity *without using the equality template* (for ease of identification in the rest of the article this group is referred to as NoTemp) while those in Group 2 *used the*
equality template (further referred as WithTemp group). To ease readability the participants are referred to as NoTe-Px (for participant x in NoTemp group) or Te-Px (for participant x in WithTemp group).

The task set before the study participants was to undertake equality requirements elicitation for a given requirements brief (see [2] for details on task formulation). The requirements brief pertained to a smart garden design [29].

The participants were asked to use the think aloud protocol (also known as the verbal protocol analysis) [16]. With this protocol the study participants would continuously verbally comment aloud on the task they are handling, stating what they were doing, what are the reasons behind their decisions what are their opinions and why [16]. This protocol has been widely used for system design and evaluation [32], engineering design processes [5], usability testing [1, 37, 36] and requirements analysis [28]. It was also well suited for our task: to explore whether requirements professionals found the equality template useful, as well as to see how use of the template would influence (either positively or negatively) the elicitation process.

All participants were given a copy of the information sheet, giving an overview of the activity and its reasons, as well as the materials for the actual task, which included: (i) a form to collect demographic information of the participants; (ii) instructions sheet detailing what exactly the participants should do (i.e., requirements elicitation for equality concern); and (iii) a stakeholders list. In addition, the With-Temp participants were furnished with the the equality value pattern and its requirements representation template, which they were asked to use for the elicitation activity.

As the participants started on the requirements elicitation task, their verbal commentary was recorded for further analysis (with their prior consent). A brief follow-up interview was conducted upon the task completion. (The full set of the activity materials is available from [2].)

The study design allowed for up to 30 min. on the think aloud activity and up to 30 min. for the follow-up interview. The actual time of each participant’s engagement ranged between 30 to 40 minutes. The study was mostly conducted in English language. However, two participants wished to carry out the verbal commentary in Arabic - their mother tongue. This was acceptable, as it helped to remove communication barriers for the participants, and make them more comfortable with the activity [20]. Since the study lead is proficient in Arabic, she translated and transcribed the commentary upon completion.

The activity run as a relaxed interactive think aloud [37]: at times the researcher could minimise her intervention to acknowledgement tokens (e.g., ‘yes’, ‘ok’) in response to the participants’ seeking confirmation (e.g., NoTe-P1: “You understand what I’m saying?” Researcher: “Yes.”). On occasion, the researcher had to remind the participant to continue with verbalisation (e.g., telling to Te-P3 “Can you please keep talking”). Task continuation interventions [37] were used to encourage participants to continue identifying equality requirements (e.g., “What else do you think?” and “Anything to add?”). With some participants (Te-P6 and NoTe-P4), intervention was used to reduce their anxiety and to help
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Table 2: Category Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>NoTemp Group</th>
<th>WithTemp Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Part.</td>
<td>Refs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price affordability</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Requirements</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Functional Requirements</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Management</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Development</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

them through the activity [10, 9].

3.1 Pilot study

The study was piloted with 4 female software engineers, two of whom were ‘advanced’ postgraduates in Software Engineering and two were current intermediately-skilled in requirements PhD students. The pilot study was conducted to validate the structure of the think aloud protocol and the set task, in preparation for the full study.

The pilot study flagged a few necessary changes to the study materials’ design, which were to:

1. Simplify the examples provided in the template;
2. Use colour coding in the template and the provided examples to make it simple for participants to follow and track the examples;
3. Include the value pattern diagram as an extra input material.

Upon consideration of the pilot results, the full evaluation study was conducted.

3.2 Data Analysis

The verbal protocol transcripts were analysed. The analysis was conducted using qualitative text analysis [23] technique, whereby key notions and concepts of interest from the transcript are identified, and categories into sets of related notions (labelled with a group code), and the possible relationships between the identified notions are studied and analysed. In this study we are interested in the relationship between the equality template use and the requirements elicitation process, specifically: Are the notions depicted in the template considered to be useful for the equality requirements identification? How does the template support/impede the elicitation process? Do the requirements identified with the template differ in any way from those identified without the template?

Thus, the text analysis was initiated with a set of pre-defined codes, where the codes represented the key notions supported via the template (i.e., stakeholders, variability, goals, services, fairness). Additionally, new codes were defined where respondents discussed notions not contained in the pre-defined code-set (e.g., system development, price affordability, inclusion, etc.). The code categories are listed in Table 2. The coding was conducted by the 1st author, verified by the 2nd author and any differences were discussed and resolved, and results integrated. The analysis results are reported in section 4 below.
Table 3: Stakeholders Elicited Per-Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NoTemp Group: No Template Used</th>
<th>With Temp Group: Equality Template Used.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Users: people, users, team member, owner (land, garden), consumers [garden produce], society, supplier, “people those who are from slum areas”, “people who are specially monitoring the plants, monitoring the watering in our plants”</td>
<td>• Users: consumer, people living within the area of the garden, customer, user, producers, supplier, buyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Jobs: [seeds, plantation] analyst, gardener, “somebody who will monitor everyday”, public compound farmers, experts, developer, local support team</td>
<td>• Jobs: agriculturist, designers, landscaper, programmer, tester marketplace, purchaser, owner of home garden, private gardener hired by the owner, maintenance companies, housekeeping companies, household, requirements analyst, gardener, consultant, team of operators, Maintenance and operations (also referred to as: people for sowing and maintaining the garden), procurement department, help desk, environmentalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regulatory: department/ministry of health, Government,</td>
<td>• Regulatory: ministry of agriculture, citizens, legal authority, regulator, sponsor, ministry of environment,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Indirect stakeholders: society, nations (e.g., people of Oman, UK or India)</td>
<td>• Hostile stakeholders: flies and insects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No of reference = 39

No of reference = 132

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Stakeholders

Although both groups received the stakeholder list, participants with equality template were more specific in identifying the stakeholders (see Table 3). This was expected as the equality template instructs to relate stakeholders to various areas of equality requirements. This direct stakeholder identification and relation to requirements within the template is also the reason for the larger number of stakeholders having been identified by the participants from the WithTemp group. Here the group that used template reported 132 references to stakeholders vs 39 reported by the group that did not use the template.

Looking at the types of stakeholders identified, we observed that both groups discuss a number of consumer types, regulators and job roles. In addition, the group with template identified hostile stakeholder category, while the other group identified the category of indirect stakeholders.

4.2 Variability

As shown in Table 4, the WithTemp group identified more variability factors (84) than the NoTemp group (58).

Both groups have related equality requirements to education, age, language, disability and income. Although disability was not listed in the template, both groups used it. This might be due to the equality definition provided in the activity materials and due to its commonality in daily life issues.
Table 4: Variability Elicited Per-Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NoTemp Group: No Template Used</th>
<th>WithTemp Group: Equality Template Used.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New or existing customers, lifestyle, e.g. “don’t have time to read”, garden features (size, plant types, number of trees)*</td>
<td>Gender, knowledge (technological or gardening), disability (mental capacity), memorisation capacity, race and cultural background.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common: education, location, language, age, technology used, position, disability (vision, deaf, blind), income status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of reference = 58</td>
<td>No of reference = 84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The participant mentioned the variability of the garden features and emphasised that owners of any garden should be able to benefit from this type of software.

The group with the template identified additional factors including race, culture, technology used, knowledge and memorisation capacity. Memorisation capacity was not listed in the template. This suggests that the template is flexible and can be modified for a specific case study.

One participant (NoTe-P2) from NoTemp group did not define any human variability factor and did not specify any inclusion, accessibility or usability requirements. This suggests that there is a possible relationship between variability value and identification of those requirements.

Participants in both groups thought of variability factors not only in terms of stakeholders but also in terms of the plant growth. These variability factors will vary based on the plants in the garden and this will affect the calculations and functions performed by the software. For example, NoTe-P2 identified that sunlight, plant age and fertilisers will affect the amount of water that will be calculated by the smart garden and Te-P2 identified soil type and the location of the garden.

Looking at the very large focus on verbalisation of variability factors (even in the NoTemp group), it is clear that equality is related to considering different/diverse people and allowing them to benefit from the system. This conforms to the equality value pattern suggested by this research.

Variability factors were also considered as barriers to the use of the system (NoTe-P1, “So education should not be a barrier”). In addition, Te-P6 looked at the variability as alternative interface design decisions (e.g., inputting date by typing vs. choosing a date from displayed calendar).

4.3 Equality Requirements

4.3.1 Common Equality Requirements

Both groups identified a number of common categories of equality requirements, including:

- **Accessibility**, e.g.: visual representation of information (“[the application should mention the quantity of water and the image depicting the level]” by NoTe-P5); easy navigation (“[access the history in a faster way. Also we can do it as a swipe]” by Te-P6), readability (“we have to make sure that the text is readable” by Te-P4).

- **Affordable price**, where the more affordable software is, the wider its’ user segment (e.g., “providing [software] on affordable device at [an] affordable cost for common people […] will promote equality” by NoTe-P3; “cheaper price so that the households could use this” by Te-P5).


- **Inclusion** across geographic locations (e.g., “for instance, I am in Oman so the buttons should be in Arabic” by Te-P5) and languages (e.g., “we must have a different languages considered in the system” by Te-P4, and “We can change the language to Arabic or English by NoTe-P1).

- **Accommodating differences between users** (e.g., “those who are not very good [with the] mouse can still use the system by just using the keyboard” by Te-P3, and “even when you provide list of values, you give pictures that will be more easy to use for any age group” by NoTe-P1), and allowing for the software to be used by marginalised groups of society (e.g., people [ ... ] who are from slum areas [ ... ] can come on free basis and [ ... ] use this system”).

- **Usability** requirements identified by both groups relate to simplicity, error reduction and efficiency.

- **Representative User Involvement into Software Development** was noted as a key avenue which helps to ensure equality (e.g., Te-P5 suggested the use of an interaction design model since it is only by “involving the [ ... ] intended users of these application[s]” where “the users are [...] the centre of the development” that equality would be assured. Similarly, NoTe-P3 stated that “you are going to be selecting the end user representation for agile rapid application or whatever it is. You have to go for some gender equality or some professional equality then the equality will appear in [the] software as well”. Similar directions of ensuring equality through design models and methods are discussed in related literature on participatory design techniques [8, 24].

Furthermore, group 2 identified a few group-specific requirements, as discussed below.

### 4.3.2 Equality Requirements with Template

In the WithTemp group two more requirement categories considered relevant to equality were identified:

- **Availability** was noted by Te-P1 (who suggested using hardware components that ensure application availability: “UPS because it has to work 24/7”) and Te-P5 (who noted that the application needs to be available for use at any time: “I can just use the application [...] at any time and wherever I am”).

- **Knowledge Creation and Management** category was noted by 3 participants (e.g., Te-P6 noted that equality will mean providing “[instruction on how to use the application]” and allowing gardeners to share their gardening experience through the software where “the users view each other[’s] experience and experiments”; Te-P2 and Te-P3 suggested that consumers of garden products need to be aware of the smart garden system to know how the produce was grown.

### 5 Participants’ Viewpoint on Equality

#### 5.1 Equality as Maximum Number of Users

Participant NoTe-P1 viewed equality requirements as having the maximum possible number of users. This lead to identifying possible usage barriers and requirements that eliminate such barriers, so that the software application can reach the widest possible market (e.g., “anybody can buy and use it”, “many people can use it”). NoTe-P1 considers as barriers what in this research is referred to as stakeholder variability factors (e.g., age, language, geographic location, etc.).

Furthermore, NoTe-P1 viewed supporting equality as addressing needs of humans in gradually larger social structures: from individuals, to communities, then regions and so on (e.g., “look at the individuals
only but when you broaden it you will come to regions or countries...”). This also necessitated diverse
development teams, e.g., “people are there [i.e., in a team] from different geographies”, and “local
support is needed” as local support teams contributes to equality by better representing local needs and
requirements.

Participant NoTe-P5 views equality as allowing all types of gardeners to benefit from the application
(e.g., “develop a system that can help them all”) by reducing water consumption (e.g., “allowing them
to use the system based on either the number of trees or the area/size of garden”). The participant
started by identifying different types of users and thinking about what each type would need to have
in the application. She then sketched a user interface, helping herself to elicit requirements which
would relate to interface decisions. Noting that the users “don’t have time to read the information” and
software use manuals, she suggested to represent information and interface as game icons: “like the
Super Mario game, it shows the water, the water coloured in blue, trees in green in the application. [...] Consump-
tion status indicator with colours (red, orange, yellow and green)”.

5.2 Equality as Shared Responsibility for Software Project

Participant Te-P1 defined equality as allowing all stakeholders to share the responsibility for making
the software development project a success. This could be achieved by undertaking responsibilities and
duties in the project: “So here, everyone has equal responsibility”, “it is not one person who is running
the project. All the stakeholders [...] mentioned here are part of this, equally involved in this”.

Participant Te-P5 held the same view, with the slight difference that the users are to be considered
the central players and engage into “interaction design”.

Consequently, the template was primarily used to identify stakeholders who need to be part of the
project, whether they represent individuals, departments or other systems.

5.3 Equality as Indirect Stakeholder Support

Participant NoTe-P3 considered indirect stakeholders to be the main focus of equality, so this category
of stakeholders should not be neglected (e.g., “for each and every system certain social stakeholders or
certain indirect stakeholders from [a] social aspect have to be added”). Negative stakeholders too must
be given a consideration, else the “equality perspective will be in question”. However, NoTe-P3 thinks
that when software is developed for internal use in a specific company then, as a developer, one should
not “... bother much about the equality of the society and all those factors”. This is because such a
system supposedly does not have either any societal impact or any indirect stakeholders. This, clearly,
is an oversimplified view on equality, blinded to the diversity of the software system’s stakeholders
within the company (whether direct or indirect).

NoTe-P3 further relates equality to non-functional requirements such as affordability, and clarity
(e.g., “clarity ... is fundamental requirement for equality. If clarity aspects [are] not there then inequality
will come” because the software developers will interpret the requirements on their own, potentially
neglecting equality/societal concerns).
5.4 System Functions vs. Equality

Participant NoTe-P4 stated that there is no relationship between equality and the smart garden. This is because to her equality is narrowly defined as economic equality, which is supported by dedicated applications that monitor and report on economic differences between people. The other avenue through where software relates to equality, as per NoTe-P4, is when applications are specifically targeted at people with special needs and the deprived, e.g., for creating job opportunities (e.g., “if I am a disabled person ... and you give me the software that is really related to me giving me an opportunity to work”). However, for any other contexts, NoTe-P4 emphasised the difficulty of relating the concept of equality to software requirements. Only after viewing the template as part of the follow up interview, the participant started to grasp the possible connection between equality and software and suggested that delivery of “equal life knowledge to all the house owners” could be supported by providing video tutorials on planting and alike.

5.5 System Functions and Stakeholder Selection

Participant Te-P2 worked by using the template to gather what goals/tasks the current system is to complete. This system “as-it-is” [14] review is a usual starting point in requirements analysis, whereby the identified tasks shall be then transformed into the requirements statements for the software system. Te-P2 proceeded to consider:

- stakeholders as part of the system analysis team;
- variability factors as selection criteria for the representative stakeholders to be included in the analysis of the system (e.g., “they have that right knowledge in the gardening . . . the knowledge, education and the technology use and a location should be indicated here . . . [as well as] the age.”).

5.6 Equality as an Implied in Concern

Participant Te-P3 viewed equality as part of accessibility and usability saying that “Normally we sum it up in one requirement like “user friendly” . . . But when we talk of user friendly, inherently we are talking of equality because regardless of age, of gender or . . . the skill of the person” they should be able to use the system. Thus, equality is not an isolated requirement but “it’s implied” as part of several other usability-related requirements. To this participant, the template served as a reminder: “Normally we tend to omit some . . . variability, but using your template it will keep on reminding us that this factor will also be important in the system that you are trying to produce”.

Similarly, participant NoTe-P2 thinks of equality as an aspect embedded in Software Engineering principles, stating that equality is similar to the principles followed by engineers, where an engineer must consider the impact of his/her product “for society, for the customers, [...] with regards to, for example, privacy or patents or IP [ ... ] ”, which are notions considered as part of the professionalism and ethics. The participant notes that although “equality is there already” within professionalism and ethics, “but to make it as one whole concept or one whole section of the requirement, this [is] my first time”. To NoTe-P2 equality should be considered not only with respect to humans and “society as a whole” but also with respect to other creatures who may be stakeholders of the system as well. Thus, for the smart gardening system she notes the needs to consider the rights of the plants.
5.7 Equality as Stakeholders’ Goal Support

Participant Te-P4 used the template to identify stakeholders and analyse as to how the system could support their goals through software functions and features. She noted that variability can help refine a software service (e.g., in discussing how an application alters the user, she starts with smart phone users, then notes that “Some people use the cell phones only for texting and talking so maybe this person education or technology background doesn’t help in using . . . software applications. So . . . system can send him a text massage if it’s needed”. She then observes that the age variability will require larger print fits for older people and blind users will need to be supported through voice messages.

6 Discussion of Lessons Learned

6.1 Equality Requirements Identification Process

By analysing the process that the two groups of requirements engineers used to identify equality requirements, we note that, irrespective of the template use, both groups looked at the variability factors and considered their affect on software functions and/or features, as well as at satisfying the stakeholders’ goals through a software system. Thus, it is clear that stakeholders, variability, functions/features/services and goals are relevant contributors to the equality requirements and are commonly used by the requirements analysts.

At the same time, we observe that the equality elicitation process can start with any of the named factors and the sequence can vary depending on the analyst’s perceptions, preferences, and convenience.

Where the analysts were asked to use the template, they tailored the template to their understanding of equality, e.g., by

- Using stakeholder variability characteristics as possible obstacles in reaching as many users as possible, and defining requirements to resolve these ‘obstacles’;
- Using the template in combination with stakeholder list (taken form the Onion model), whereby some stakeholders alternated between stakeholder selection and goal/function definition, where goals were defined and refined into function for each stakeholder (e.g., Te-P3, Te-P4) - filling in the template row by row. Some others participants started by identifying all possible stakeholders then reviewing all variabilities related to one stakeholder - i.e., aiming to fill the template in a more of a vertical manner (column by column fashion, as Te-P5);
- Goal and function were not used in all occasions (e.g., Te-P2), especially when the participants were working on the understanding the current functions of the intended software domain (i.e., gardening). At this point analysis is focused on stakeholders and what information they hold. More specific goals/functions for the software system would follow on form this. And in some cases goals come before while in other cases after the functions (e.g. Te-P4, Te-P6).

6.2 Template Utility

Overall, WithTemp group participants commented that the template was useful in identifying equality requirements. Participants commented that the template is simple (Te-P4, Te-P6), clear (Te-P3, Te-P4), well organised (Te-P6), and sufficiently detailed (Te-P2). Participant Te-P6 noted that the template would be useful for system analysts to “extract” user requirements.

Participants Te-P3 and Te-P4 commented that the template serves as a good reminder on what should be considered by the analyst for equality: e.g., Te-P3 stated that “Normally we tend to omit some [ ...
variability, [... ] the template will keep on reminding us that this factor will also be important in the system ..", and Te-P4 said “It helped me a lot I was returning each time to it”.

Several of participants from NoTemp group (who were not given the template during the experiment) had shown varying levels of misunderstanding about equality and its relation to software requirements. For instance, participant NoTe-P4 stated that there is no relationship between equality and the smart garden application because to her equality is being “treated as human beings”. NoTe-P2 and NoTe-P1 thought that equality is often implied as part of other requirements (e.g., NoTe-P1 stated: “when you say portability, equality may not come in the first phase but when you dig [deeper], equality is there”). NoTe-P2 further noted that the present study was the first time that she had seen the notion of equality as “whole concept or one whole section of the requirement”. This indicates that software developers may omit equality concerns because they do not see the immediate link between equality and software requirements. They may also part-specify equality as it relates to other concerns, but fail to consider the notion as a whole.

All this demonstrates the three key areas of the present template utility:

- The template tackles the issue of conceptual misunderstanding of equality by depicting a direct and clear association between the equality concept and software requirements;
- The template consolidates the notion of equality into a coherent structure, rather than leaving it as implied across several other concerns;
- The template acts as a visual reminder on the variability dimensions that should be considered for all stakeholder types to assure equality.

6.3 Other Avenues for Equality Support

During the follow up interview, the participants were asked how would they suggest to improve equality consideration in software engineering. Some of the provided suggestions are outlined below:

- Equality metrics should be used from the early stages of development, these metrics should ideally be “already embedded in the methodology” (NoTe-P3). This is because the metrics that require measurement and monitoring without integration into the originally used methodology will impose other tasks and will not be well received by the developers. This is in line with related work on social sustainability, e.g., Groher and Weinreich reported that the lack of such measuring tools contributes to sustainability challenges in software development [18].
- Equality standards could be defined by the professional bodies in SE “like, for example, when we have the principle with the ACM standard so we can have that as guideline” (NoTe-P2).
- Equality concerns could be taught as part of the software engineering curriculum, ensuring that the students (who are future practitioners) are familiar with the equality concerns and solutions, thus integrating these into their own future developed products/processes (NoTe-P2).
- Equality criteria checklists can be created to validate that the equality concern is adequately handled in the given requirements (NoTe-P4).
- Governments could legislate the necessity to consider equality in all software products (NoTe-P2 and NoTe-P4).

We observe that all the provided suggestions are complementary to the template use, and could be integrated with the template use process.
7 Threats to Validity and Limitations

7.1 External Validity

A possible threat to external validity is related to the sample size which can affect the generalisability of findings. However, using small-sized samples is a common practice in think aloud protocol-based studies [28]. In a well-cited paper J. Nielsen [25] estimated the sufficient number of participants in a think aloud activity to be 4±1. Reporting on think-aloud activity with a similarly-sized sample is, thus, not unusual (e.g., [13] with 5 participants in each group). Nevertheless, additional studies would be necessary to confirm the generalisability of the present findings.

Another threat arises from the allocation of participants into groups. Although the groups were formed with care for a balanced representation of gender, experience and background, we used participants’ reported experience rather than experimentally validated level of individual expertise. Consequently, it is possible that more skilled (in the related questions) participants, happened to be grouped together in one of the groups. Nevertheless, a great deal of various positive feedback from the participants about the template clearly demonstrates its importance and effectiveness.

Related to the previous point is also the participants’ prior familiarity with the think aloud protocol. The study did not require that the participants should have prior knowledge of this technique, though the information sheet, sent to participants before the study task, explained that a think aloud protocol would be used. Out of all the participants only one (Te-P5) commented on prior familiarity with such protocols. However, if the lack of familiarity with the protocol were to be a compounding issue, both groups would be similarly affected. Furthermore, the simplicity of the protocol itself helps with ameliorating this treat.

Another possible threat arises from the software case provided (i.e. smart garden) and from the context of the study. The selected case relates to a smart garden support software system. This system would, from the first sight, have nothing to do with equality. While it is true that other (e.g., more socially-focused) systems would bring up more equality concerns, we intentionally chose a non-obvious system for social concerns, as we maintain that the equality notions manifest (possibly to a varying degree) in all software systems. This, indeed, is confirmed by the study results, as discussed above.

The brief given to the participants was a simplification of a real-world application (to allow activity completion within the available study time). While, in reality, requirements engineers would be able to get input from the system stakeholders, for the purposes of this study they were advised to use assumptions to cover any gaps and missing information. As a result, the views from system stakeholders are missing in this study. Yet, as the intend of this study was to focus on the perceptions and practices of software professionals, we consider this simplification to be appropriate for the intended purpose.

Finally, a possible threat to result generalisability comes from the sample selection procedure: the participants were recruited from the authors’ personal contact cycles. We endeavoured to mitigate this treat by selecting people from various backgrounds and from various countries. Furthermore, though the participants were known to us, we had no personal relationships or conflicts of interests with them.

7.2 Conclusion Validity

Given the qualitative nature of this work, there are no conclusions related to the statistical validity. Yet, to assure consistent measurements during the study implementation, the activities were standardised across the individuals and groups as much as possible: all participants were provided with identical materials (as relevant per group activity) and minimum timings were observed. In addition, a follow-up semi-structured interview was conducted following a pre-defined interview guide.
7.3 Internal Validity

A major concern to the presented results is the treat that the prior understanding of equality by the participants could be a confounding factor to the way that template was used. In an ideal world, the researchers would be able to establish a clear understanding of equality (e.g., an ontology), train the template users in this “understanding”, and then evaluate the template use in accordance with it. However, this kind of experiment design would rather defeat the point of the present work. Unlike the idealised normative worldview, we take a descriptive standpoint: we expect that there are substantial differences in the way that equality is perceived in communities and between individuals\(^1\). These differences could have a substantial bearing on the utility of the proposed pattern and template. We are interested in finding out if, despite any differences, the template is/ is not perceived to be useful. An average intended user of this template would not be expected to have a “standartised” perception on what equality should be exactly; and we intend for it to be possible to use this template within any given requirements elicitation and specification process. Thus, the present study looks at the questions of equality perception and template use together. Though a brief definition of equality is provided to all study participants, it is non restrictive. In short, in this paper, we do not isolate the pre-existing notions of equality as a confounding factor, but study it along (under RQ1) with the template use (under RQ2).

Finally, by conducting a pilot test as (described in Section 3.1), a possible threat related to the instrumentation (i.e., the materials used in the activity) was mitigated.

8 Related Work on Equality

A comparative study on assessment of the social impact of building materials and identification of the most socially sustainable ones is presented in [19]. This study also aimed at identifying trade-offs and potential improvements in stages of the building process. The indicators of social impact considered here include fair salary, equal opportunities and discrimination in different building phases (pre-building, building and post-building phase). In addition, fair competition between value chain actors was used as an indicator for social impacts on value chain members [19].

In [7], the long-term social performance of irrigation was assessed using a compound social viability indicator. This viability indicator was subcategorised to social impact and social capacity. According to [7], “social impact refers to the effects of irrigation on people, their well-being, social organisation, and livelihoods.” The paper notes that equal water distribution between users can be an indicator to equality [7]. Yet, in some cases equality is differentiated from fairness and fair distribution (not equality) is used as social sustainability indicator [7].

In [11], Chitb and Komathi suggest a model for evaluating vulnerabilities of the development of ICT programs in rural areas. Socio-cultural vulnerabilities are linked to the relationships among community members [11]. The human relationships “affect access to resources and assets, and decision-making power of people, established by gender, age, race, religion, caste, and class egalitarianism within communities” [11]. The paper suggests that ICT interventions help in reconciling the vulnerabilities by reducing the gender, social and economic power [11].

Gender equality was also an indicator of social sustainability in the study where a framework for sustainable development policy was suggested [34]. The paper argued that reducing the gap between genders satisfies love and belonging needs of the members of a community [34]. Economic participation and opportunity, educational attainment, political empowerment and health and survival were sub-indicators of gender gap (attained from Gender Gap Index GGI) [34]. “The GGI provides a measure of societal/jurisdictional views toward gender equality” [34].

---

\(^1\)Study of nuanced differences in equality perception within cultures and communities is beyond the scope of this work, and belongs to the area of Humanities.
The study in [38] was conducted with a goal of achieving sustainable development that balances the economic, environmental and social aspects of sustainability. One of selected social sustainability indicators was equity in income level between rural and urban areas/residents [38].

Social equity was selected as a dimension of social sustainability evaluation suggested in [21]. Social equity “measures the level of equality in the way resources and opportunities are distributed in a community” [21]. The resources and opportunities included housing, community (e.g. child care) and social (e.g. cultural events) infrastructure [21].

The indicators of income equality, gender equality, equal resources and services distribution, collected from the papers included in the literature review of [3] are promoted as social sustainability characteristics. However, not all of these indicators are directly quantifiable or measurable: e.g., it is not clear how to undertake the measurement of monopoly and anticompetitive behaviours to evaluate fair competition indicator between value chain actors. Yet, all these indicators are, without a doubt, relevant and important concerns that must be taken into consideration during software engineering if the intended systems are to promote equality. We observe that these indicators often correspond to more detailed breakdown of equality-related values held in the given communities.

Barn states in [6] that “ownership and property; privacy, freedom from bias, universal usability, trust, autonomy, informed consent, identity and others” are the most applicable values to Information systems. We can see that these are rather similar to equality/social sustainability indicators.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an evaluation of our equality requirements elicitation template. The evaluation was undertaken by experts who participated in a think aloud activity. We set out to investigate two research questions. One is What do requirements engineers perceive as equality? and the second is Does the equality template facilitate the equality requirements elicitation?

For the first question, the results in 4.3 show that experts perceive equality as accessibility, price affordability, inclusion and accommodation of users with differences, usability, user involvement and representation in the software development process. However, the notion of social justice seem to be underrepresented in these perceptions. Using the template in equality requirements elicitation process ensures that there is just distribution in terms of goals and access as well.

For the second question, the template helped to bring the otherwise distributed and implicit notion of equality into explicit view, it served as a reminder to address various variability notions, which otherwise could be omitted/forgotten. And, most importantly, the template tackled the conceptual misunderstanding that equality is not relevant to some software applications.
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